SEMINAR «MARINE LITTER IN THE ARCTIC: ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM AND RECOMMENDATIONS DEVELOPMENT»

Venue: Maritime State University named after Admiral G.I. Nevelskoy
Address: of. 241, 50A Verkhneportovaya st., Vladivostok, Russia
Date: 01 October 2018

9:30 – 10:00 Registration
10:00 – 10:15 Opening Ceremony

Session 1. Marine litter problem review in the Arctic and Northern Marine Route

10:15 – 10:30 Marine litter problem in the Barents sea: overview, sources, possible decisions (Mr. GOLENKEVICH Alexey, WWF Russia, Musmansk office)
10:30 – 10:45 About marine litter on the Sakhalin coastline (Mr. LISITSIN Dmitriy, NGO «Sakhalin ecological duty»)
10:45 – 11:00 Arctic development and plastic (Mr. ETTYNE Nikolay, National park «Beringia»)
11:00 – 11:15 Coastal zones pollution impact on the traditional activity of the North aboriginal population (Dr. SHARAKHMATOV Viktoriya, Russian Academy of foreign trade Far Eastern branch)
11:15 – 11:30 The lost fishing gears: assessment and ecological consequences (Mr. MAISS Artur, Dalrybvtuz – Nevod Ltd)
11:30 – 11:45 Microplastic is the macroproblem of the World Ocean (Prof. BLINOVSKAYA Yana, Far Eastern Federal University)
11:45 – 12:00 Latest Micro-plastic research achievements and future monitoring program in Arctic Ocean from China since 2016 (Prof. LU Zhibo Institute of Environmental Planning and Management of Tongji University)
12:00 – 12:15 Q&A, Discussion
12:15 – 13:00 Lunch

Session 2. Ecological tools and mechanisms of a marine litter problem solution
13:00 – 13:15  WWF potential activities on Arctic protection against plastic pollution (Mr. MOISEEV Alexander, WWF Russia, Moscow office)

13:15 – 13:30  Using remote sensing data for marine litter monitoring (Prof. PLOTNIKOV Vladimir, Pacific Institute of Oceanology Far Eastern Branch Russian Academy of Science)

13:30 – 13:45  International coastal cleanup (ICC) as a method of marine litter monitoring (Dr. OKHOTKINA Viktoriya, Ecostart Ltd.)

13:45 – 14:00  «Eco-yard» is the separate collecting garbage (Mr. KUZNETSOV Andrey, Nenets Autonomous Okrug ecological development Fund)

14:00 – 14:15  About ecological festival «Sea of live» (Mr. MALOLETKIN Dmitriy, Association especially protected natural territories of Kamchatka)

Session 3. General discussion on seminar

14:15 – 14:55  Discussion and resolution adoption

14:55 – 15:00  Seminar closing